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Abstrat
We give a proedure for deriving ertain bulk S-matrix elements from
orresponding boundary orrelators. These are omputed in the plane
wave limit, via an expliit onstrution of ertain boundary soures that
give bulk wavepakets. A ritial role is played by a spei singular be-
havior of the lorentzian boundary orrelators. It is shown in examples how
orrelators derived from the bulk supergravity exhibit the appropriate sin-
gular struture, and reprodue the orresponding S-matrix elements. This
onstrution thus provides a nontrivial test for whether a given boundary
onformal eld theory an reprodue bulk physis, and where it does, sup-
plies a presription to extrat bulk S-matrix elements in the plane wave
limit.
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1 Introdution
Sine the AdS/CFT orrespondene was proposed[1℄, an important question has
been how it an be read to determine properties of the bulk theory from CFT
quantities. There has been an enormous amount of investigation of various
aspets of the boundary behavior that are implied by dierent features of the
bulk theory, but there has been omparatively little investigation of the problem
of extrating bulk behavior from the boundary theory. This problem, whih
might be referred to as deoding the hologram, has remained hallenging. Of
ourse, one of the purported mirales of the orrespondene is preisely related
to this question, that of how a higher-dimensional theory ould be fully enoded
in the lower-dimensional one.
One of the hallenges is to nd suiently sharply rened boundary quan-
tities that would be sensitive to ne-grained bulk detail. We will partiularly
fous on the question of whether and how the bulk S-matrix ould be extrated
from the boundary theory. Proposals for a presription to do so from boundary
orrelators were outlined in [2, 3℄. However, there are onsiderable subtleties in
implementing suh proposals, desribed for example in [4℄. In partiular, generi
boundary data that might be used to speify inoming states, orresponding to
non-normalizable behavior of states near the boundary, produes divergenes
that obsure physis at sales short ompared to the AdS sale, R.
This suggests that one onsider more speialized boundary soures. In order
to loalize at sales smaller than R in the bulk, one expets to need a onstru-
tion of bulk wavepakets that do so. However, in order to avoid the divergenes
from the non-normalizable behavior, one expets that suh data should have
ompat support on the boundary.
The present paper will propose a lass of soures and orresponding bulk
wavepakets, whih appear to strike an optimal balane between these riteria.
Speially, they have ompat boundary support and are also taken to have
high-frequeny modulation in order to maximize loalization properties. We
then use these wavepakets to see how bulk S-matrix elements in the plane
wave limit an be extrated from a andidate lass of boundary orrelators, in
a ertain saling limit.
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This an happen only if the orrelators have a ertain
singularity struture, whih, we will explain, is neessary for produing the
orret bulk kinematis. This singularity is only visible in the lorentzian regime
and an be reahed by a spei analyti ontinuation of the eulidean orrelator,
similar to the one onsidered in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄ in the ontext of the Regge limit of
CFT orrelators and eikonal sattering in AdS. While the orrelators we onsider
are those arising via the GKPW presription [10, 11℄ from the bulk supergravity,
and thus do not arise diretly from a boundary CFT, this onstrution provides
an important test in priniple, eluidating neessary CFT struture to enode
ertain loal bulk dynamis. Thus, we suggest it supplies a piee of the answer
to the question of how one might deode the hologram.
In outline, the next setion will give our expliit boundary soures and will
1
This saling limit is losely related to the proposal in [2℄.
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investigate some bulk properties of the orresponding wavepakets. Next, se-
tion three, rst from the bulk perspetive, explains how suh wavepakets ould
be tuned via an appropriate saling limit to extrat S-matrix elements for plane
waves, from a simultaneous R → ∞ and large-wavepaket limit. Then, a or-
responding disussion is given on the boundary side, where one nds that the
bulk kinematis of the momentum-onserving delta funtion an be enoded in
a ertain boundary singularity struture and that, for CFTs with this struture,
the redued transition matrix element ould be read o from the oeient of
the singularity. Finally, setion four shows that ertain proposed CFT orre-
lators, derived in other works from bulk supergravity, reprodue the orret
singularity struture and, via our presription, the orret redued transition
matrix elements. Two appendies ontain tehnial details.
2 Wavepakets in AdS
Our starting point will be to speify boundary data that onstruts wavepakets,
whose sattering we will then study. Our goal is to have these wavepakets
suiently loalized that they satter only within a region small as ompared
to the AdS radius.
2.1 Geometry and oordinates
We begin by reviewing some basis of AdS geometry.
2
AdSd+1 may be thought
of as a hyperboloid (XM )2 = −R2 in R2,d. AdS2 embedded in R2,1 is shown
in gure 1. The point X0 = (R, 0, 0, ...), whih we will take as the point about
whih our wavepakets will interset, is also shown.
For present purposes we will work on the over of AdS. We will parameterize
this in terms of global oordinates (τ, ρ, e), with e a d-dimensional unit vetor
on Sd−1; these are related to embedding oordinates by
X =
R
cos ρ
(cos τ, sin τ, sin ρ e). (2.1)
Then the metri takes the form
ds2 =
R2
cos2 ρ
(−dτ2 + dρ2 + sin2 ρ de2) . (2.2)
Points on the boundary of AdS, ρ → π/2, naturally map to the orresponding
null rays in the embedding spae,
P = (cos τ, sin τ, e) . (2.3)
The at spae limit of the viinity of the point x0, whih orresponds to
X0, is taken by dening oordinates t = Rτ , r = Rρ. Then, the metri (2.2)
beomes
ds2 =
1
cos2 rR
[
−dt2 + dr2 +R2 sin2 r
R
de2
]
. (2.4)
2
See [4, 12℄ for more desription of the geometry and the relation to the embedding spae.
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Figure 1: AdS2 is shown in blue. The revolution axis of the hyperboloid or-
responds to the spaelike diretion of R
2,1
and the transverse plane is timelike.
Global time is the angular oordinate in this plane. The point X0 is a referene
point in AdS2. The null momenta k1 and k2 live in the tangent spae to AdS
at X0. The boundary soures are supported in the neighborhood of the bound-
ary points Pi. On the right, we show the universal over of AdS2 onformally
ompatied.
For t, r ≪ R, this approximates the at metri. The orresponding neighbor-
hood in the embedding spae is given by
X ≈ (R, t,x) , (2.5)
where x = re ∈ Rd. Thus AdSd+1 is well-approximated by its tangent spae
M
d+1
, whih is simply the subspae of R
2,d
orthogonal to X0 = (R, 0, . . . , 0).
2.2 Wavepakets
We wish to desribe boundary soures Φ that onstrut bulk wavepakets Ψ
that have appropriate properties, suh as loalization, et. These will be related
through the bulk-boundary propagator,
GB∂(b, x) =
C∆
R(d−1)/2
1
(−2P ·X/R+ iǫ)∆ , (2.6)
where b = (τ, e) is a boundary point, the produt in the denominator is formed
between the embedding-spae quantities orresponding to b and x, via (2.1) and
(2.3), ∆ is the onformal dimension, and the iǫ presription is that appropriate
to the neighborhood of the point x0.
3
In our onventions, whih inlude powers
of R to yield appropriate bulk dimensions for bosoni elds, the onstant C∆ is
given by
C∆ =
Γ(∆)
2π
d
2 Γ
(
∆− d2 + 1
) . (2.7)
3
For more disussion of the iǫ presription on the universal over of AdS see [13, 12℄.
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The bulk wavepaket will be given by
Ψ(x) =
∫
∂AdS
dτdeΦ(b)GB∂(b, x) . (2.8)
It is important that the boundary soure Φ be a smooth, ompatly sup-
ported funtion. The requirement of ompat support will beome neessary
when onsidering multiple boundary soures, as there are divergenes when
soures overlap, as emphasized in [4℄. From the AdS side, this an be under-
stood by noting that if there are multiple overlapping non-normalizable modes,
integrals over bulk interation points will not onverge. It is also possible to
understand the divergene from the CFT perspetive, where it arises when two
CFT operators approah the same point. The smoothness requirement is useful
in ensuring the approximations made later in the paper are well ontrolled, for-
ing the Fourier transform Φˆ to fall faster than any power at high frequenies.4
We shall loalize our soure around the boundary point b0 = (τ0, e0). We also
introdue expliit frequeny dependene, in order to produe a bulk wavepaket
with frequenies near ω. Thus, we onsider a boundary soure of the form
Φ(ω,τ0,e0)(b) = e
−iωR(τ−τ0)L
(
τ − τ0
∆τ
)
L
(
θ
∆θ
)
(2.9)
where L is a C∞ funtion with L(0) = 1 and with ompat support of width
∼ 1 about the origin,
cos θ = e · e0 , (2.10)
and ∆τ and ∆θ thus give the widths of the wavepaket on the boundary. In
order to ahieve the desired loalization, we take
1
ωR
≪ ∆τ,∆θ ≪ 1 . (2.11)
2.3 Wave paket in the interation region
We next examine the form of the bulk wavepaket orresponding to the soure
(2.9) in the viinity of the point x0, whih we would like to be the interation
region between suh wavepakets. In order that the wavepaket pass through
this region, we take τ0 = −π/2. Near x0, and for small τ˜ = τ + π/2, (2.3) and
(2.5) give
− P ·X ≈ R cos τ + t sin τ − e · x ≈ Rτ˜ − t− e · x . (2.12)
Substituting this into equation (2.8), we nd
Ψ(ω,e0)(x) ≈ C∆R∆−(d−1)/2
∫
dτ˜
∫
de
e−iωRτ˜L
(
τ˜
∆τ
)
L
(
θ
∆θ
)
(2(Rτ˜ − t− e · x) + iǫ)∆ , (2.13)
4
A smooth, ompatly supported funtion is an example of a Shwartz funtion. The
Fourier transform ats as an endomorphism on the spae of Shwartz funtions [14℄.
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and the substitution and χ = ω(Rτ˜ − t− e · x) gives
Ψ(ω,e0)(x) ≈ C∆ω∆−1R∆−(d+1)/2e−iωt∫
dχ
∫
de
e−iχ−iωe·xL
(
χ+ω(t+e·x)
ωR∆τ
)
L
(
θ
∆θ
)
(2χ+ iǫ)∆
.
(2.14)
For large ωR∆τ , the dominant ontribution to the integral over χ omes
from the singularity at χ = 0; subleading ontributions are given by the series
expansion in χ of the soure near the singularity, and hene are supressed by
powers of
1
ωR∆τ . Thus,
Ψ(ω,e0)(x) ≈ D∆e−iωtω∆−1R∆−(d+1)/2
∫
dee−iωe·xL
(
t+ e · x
R∆τ
)
L
(
θ
∆θ
)
(2.15)
where
D∆ = 2πC∆e
−iπ∆/2
2∆Γ(∆)
. (2.16)
For t, r ≪ R∆τ , the rst L ≈ 1, and the integral over angles gives the
Fourier transform of the angular soure. Thus, in the limit of small ∆θ, we nd
Ψ(ω,e0)(x) ≈ Ψ(ω,e0)(0)eik·x (2.17)
where k = ω(1,−e0). The oeient Ψ(ω,e0)(0) is easily evaluated, to give
Ψ(ω,e0)(0) = D∆ω∆−1R∆−(d+1)/2
∫
deL
(
θ
∆θ
)
. (2.18)
In the limit of small ∆θ,∫
deL
(
θ
∆θ
)
= (∆θ)d−1L˜d−1 , (2.19)
with
L˜d−1 =
∫
dd−1κL(κ) = Ωd−2
∫ ∞
0
κd−2dκL(κ) (2.20)
and Ωd−2 the volume of unit S
d−2
.
Outside of the small ∆θ limit, we see that the funtion Ψ(ω,e0)(x) is a
wavepaket with harateristi widths given by
∆t = R∆τ , ∆x⊥ =
1
ω∆θ
(2.21)
in the longitudinal diretion t + e0 · x and in the transverse diretions, respe-
tively. If we wish to have a wave paket that looks approximately like a plane
wave near x0, but is well loalized at short distanes as ompared to R, we
require
1
ω
≪ ∆t,∆x⊥ ≪ R , (2.22)
whih, using (2.21), is equivalent to (2.11).
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3 Flat spae S-matrix elements from CFT orre-
lators
Our goal will be to establish a relation between the CFT orrelators and elements
of the S-matrix of the dual string theory in the at (Minkowski) limit. We will
do so via a limiting proedure similar to that proposed in [2, 3℄. Speially,
we will satter four of the wavepakets we have desribed, in the viinity of
the point x0, adjusting them suh that their typial widths remain less than the
AdS radius. This is then expeted to onne the interations to the (almost) at
neighborhood of this point and, under the limit of innite AdS radius, allows
one to extrat at spae S-matrix elements. In partiular, we shall fous on
2→ 2 elasti sattering with ∆3 = ∆1 and ∆4 = ∆2.
Sine this onstrution is based on hoosing spei boundary soures inte-
grated against a CFT orrelation funtion, this then exhibits the appropriate
limit of suh orrelators to be taken if bulk S-matrix elements are to be ex-
trated. We emphasize that we will ultimately work with orrelation funtions
that are derived from the bulk supergravity (or string) Feynman rules, as in
[10, 11℄. By showing how to isolate the needed behavior from suh orrelators
that have a loal bulk origin, we thus provide a test that an be applied to a
true boundary onformal eld theory, suh as N = 4 super-Yang Mills, to see
whether it has the appropriate struture to orrespond to a loal bulk theory.
3.1 Bulk onstrution
We work in the viinity of x0, approximately parameterized by (2.5). We will
use wavepakets as given by (2.9), with (d+ 1)-dimensional momenta
ki = (ωi,ki) . (3.1)
Our onvention is that all momenta ow into the orresponding diagram, and in
partiular, ω3,4 are negative. It will also be useful to dene the orresponding
(inward pointing) unit vetors,
ki = |ωi|kˆi . (3.2)
We thus take wavepakets (2.9) with τ1,2 = −π/2, and τ3,4 = π/2, dened
in terms of the angles
cos θi = −ei · kˆi . (3.3)
These produe bulk wavefuntions Ψki(x) with behavior as desribed in setion
2.3. The sattering amplitude between these wave funtions reads∫
AdS
4∏
i=1
dxiΨki(xi)G(x1, . . . , x4) (3.4)
where G(x1, . . . , x4) is the amputated bulk Green's funtion.
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We shall take the at spae limit and the plane wave limit together, as in
[2℄. Speially, we introdue a dimensionless saling parameter η and dene
R = η2Rˆ , ∆τ = η−1∆̂τ , ∆θ = η−1∆̂θ . (3.5)
We then take the limit of large η, holding the ωi and hatted quantities xed.
The onditions (2.11) and (2.22) are automatially satised due to the strong
ordering 1 ≪ η ≪ η2. In this limit, the urvature orretions beome small
beause the range of the wave pakets sales with η and the AdS radius of
urvature sales with η2. In the at region, the wavepakets take the form
Ψki(x) ≈ eiki·xFi(x) , (3.6)
where the envelope F (x) is given by (2.15), and beomes nearly onstant.
In the absene of IR divergenes or other subtleties, we thus expet that in
(3.4) we an replae the AdS Green funtion G by the orresponding at-spae
Green funtion, whih we write in the form
G(x1, . . . , x4) = i
∫
Md+1
4∏
i=1
dk′i
(2π)d+1
e−ik
′
i·xiM(k′1, . . . , k′4) . (3.7)
The sattering amplitude (3.4) then beomes∫
Md+1
4∏
i=1
dk′i
(2π)d+1
Fˆi(ki − k′i)M(k′1, k′2, k′3, k′4) (3.8)
where Fˆi is the Fourier transform of Fi. In the limit η →∞, the support of Fˆi
gets loalized at ki − k′i ∼ 1/η→ 0. In partiular, one nds that
Fˆi(ki − k′i)→ (2π)d+1δd+1(ki − k′i)Ψki(0) . (3.9)
Of ourse, M is diretly related to the at S-matrix, modulo the usual
subtleties of LSZ, et. In partiular, the S-matrix has the form S = 1+ iT , and
for two-partile sattering between plane-wave states,
〈k3, k4|T |k1, k2〉 = (2π)d+1δd+1
(∑
i
ki
)
T (s, t) , (3.10)
where one typially denes the Mandelstam invariants
s = −(k1 + k2)2 , t = −(k1 + k3)2 , u = −(k1 + k4)2 , (3.11)
and s+ t+ u = 0 for massless partiles. The sattering angle Θ is given by
sin2
Θ
2
= − t
s
, cos2
Θ
2
= −u
s
, (3.12)
7
and s is the square of the enter-of-mass energy. Speially, there is a diret
ontribution orresponding to the one in S, whih would arise from dison-
neted diagrams, and onneted diagrams produe T . Foussing on the latter,
we expet T =M, and thus ombining (3.8), (3.9), that
i(2π)d+1δd+1
(∑
ki
)
T (s, t) = lim
η→∞
∫ 4∏
i=1
dbi
Φki(bi)
Ψki(0)
ACFT (b1, · · · , b4) .
(3.13)
Thus, we expet to be able to derive suh elements of the S-matrix, orrespond-
ing to plane wave external states, from this limiting proedure.
3.2 CFT onstrution
The goal of this subsetion is to see this proedure work, diretly at the level
of the CFT. The reason for this is two-fold. First, it may strike one that we
ould have been inautious in the limiting proedures of the preeding sub-
setion. Seondly, the formula (3.13) has on its left hand side basi features
harateristi of a bulk loal theory. We would like to understand how these are
reprodued by the CFT quantities, on the right hand side. In fat, this ould
be viewed as providing a non-trivial test for CFTs, to diagnose whether they
ould orrespond to a loal (or approximately loal) bulk theory, and moreover
provide an important part of the key to deoding bulk loal behavior from CFT
orrelators.
Speially, ombining (2.9) and (3.13), together with the saling limit (3.5),
our onjeture is that the S-matrix elements are given by
i(2π)d+1δd+1
(∑
ki
)
T (s, t) = lim
η→∞
∫ 4∏
i=1
[
dbiNie
−iωiRˆ(τi−τi0)η
2
L
(
η(τi − τi0)
∆̂τ
)
L
(
ηθi
∆̂θ
)]
ACFT (bi) ,(3.14)
where
Ni =
1
η2(∆i−d)
1
D∆iL˜d−1|ωi|∆i−1Rˆ∆i−(d+1)/2∆̂θ
d−1
. (3.15)
We wish to see how, for a given CFT, the expression on the right hand side
produes the left hand side.
The form of the CFT four-point funtion is highly onstrained by onformal
invariane. Let Pi = P (bi) be given by (2.3); then
ACFT (bi) =
C∆1C∆2
(−2P1 · P3 + iǫ)∆1(−2P2 · P4 + iǫ)∆2A(z, z¯) , (3.16)
where we hose the normalization so that A = 1 orresponds to the disonneted
ontribution and z and z¯ are dened in terms of the ross ratios
zz¯ =
(P1 · P3)(P2 · P4)
(P1 · P2)(P3 · P4) , (3.17)
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and
(1− z)(1− z¯) = (P1 · P4)(P2 · P3)
(P1 · P2)(P3 · P4) . (3.18)
A rst hek of (3.13) is that the RHS is zero for generi ki's not summing to
zero. In this ase, we are probing the four point funtion at generi values of
the ross ratios where the funtion is regular. Therefore, the τi integrals over
the boundary will generate a Fourier transform of a smooth ompat support
funtion. In the limit η →∞, the frequeny sales with η2 and the width sales
with 1/η. Thus the nal result is zero as expeted.
We expet the needed delta funtion to arise from singular behavior of
A(z, z¯). The wavepakets in (3.14) fore the bi to be in the viinity of (τi0,−kˆi),
as seen from equations (3.1-3.3). To exhibit the singular behavior, we let
τi0 = −π/2 for i = 1, 2, and τi0 = π/2 for i = 3, 4. Let us introdue new
parameters ρ, σ through z = σe−ρ and z¯ = σeρ; these an be shown to be given
by
σ2 =
(P1 · P3)(P2 · P4)
(P1 · P2)(P3 · P4) , (3.19)
and
sinh2 ρ =
Det(Pi · Pj)
4(P1 · P3)(P2 · P4)(P1 · P2)(P3 · P4) . (3.20)
We reognize in this last expression the Graham determinant of the null vetors
Pi. For momentum-onserving k's, we then nd that P (τi0,−kˆi) yield ρ = 0
 this follows from linear dependene of the vetors Pi. We onlude that, for
momentum-onserving k's, the η →∞ limit in (3.13) is probing the z¯ ≈ z region
of the orrelator.
The redued amplitude A(z, z¯) is in general a dimensionless funtion of the
ross ratios. We have found that to produe the orret bulk struture, A
must diverge in the kinematial limit z¯ → z. We shall fous on desribing tree
level interations in (d + 1)-dimensional spaetime ontrolled by the oupling
onstant g. Then, the amplitude A will be proportional to the dimensionless
fator g2R5−d−2j, where j is xed by dimensional analysis. This interation
orresponds to a at spae matrix element of the form ig2sj−1M(Θ), where
Θ is the sattering angle. In the partiular ase where the external salars
are minimally oupled to an exhanged partile, j is the spin of the exhanged
partile. Thus, we expet an amplitude that behaves as
A(z, z¯) ≈ g2R5−d−2j F(σ)
(−ρ2)β . (3.21)
in the viinity z ≈ z¯. For now, we assume this generi power law divergene but,
below, we shall be able to x the exponent β by requiring appropriate saling.
Moreover, in setion 4 we will examine some spei amplitudes (omputed via
the bulk supergravity) and onrm that they exhibit suh singularities. We
will also examine the kinematial origin of the singularity at ρ = 0 later in this
setion.
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The full delta funtion on momenta follows from the detailed struture of
this singularity. We begin by dening new variables τˆi = (τi − τi0)η2, in terms
of whih the RHS of (3.14) beomes
RHS = lim
η→∞
1
η8
∫ 4∏
i=1
dτˆideiNie
−iωiRˆτˆiL
(
τˆi
η∆̂τ
)
L
(
ηθi
∆̂θ
)
ACFT (τi0 +
τˆi
η2
, ei)
(3.22)
In the limit η → ∞, the integral beomes very peaked in θi, i.e. at the points
ei = −kˆi. Moreover, the distribution L(τˆi/η∆̂τ) beomes very at, as ompared
to the variation in the exponential. We thus replae it by its value at zero,
L(0) = 1. The result is that
RHS = lim
η→∞
L
η8
∫ ∏
i
dτˆie
−i
P
i
ωiRˆτˆiACFT (τi0 +
τˆi
η2
,−kˆi) (3.23)
where
L =
∏
i
Ni
(
∆̂θ
η
)d−1
L˜d−1 =
∏
i
1
η2∆i−d−1
1
D∆i |ωi|∆i−1Rˆ∆i−(d+1)/2
. (3.24)
A non-vanishing result omes from the singularity at τˆi = 0, whih for
momentum-onserving ki produes the singularity at ρ = 0. The delta fun-
tion follows by examining perturbations of this singularity as the momenta are
varied away from onserved values. We rst examine the ontributions of the
Graham determinant in (3.20). With bi = (τ0i + τˆi/η
2,−kˆi), we nd via (2.3)
Pi · Pj = ±
(
1
2
τˆ2ij
η4
+
ki · kj
ωiωj
)
+O[(τˆ /η2)4] (3.25)
with τˆij = τˆi − τˆj , and with plus sign for (i, j) = (1, 2) or (3, 4), and minus
otherwise. Thus, the determinant yields
det(Pi · Pj) = det
(
ki · kj
ωiωj
)
+O(τˆ2) . (3.26)
While it should be possible to derive expressions in a general frame, we
nd it onvenient to pik a partiular frame to evaluate the quantities entering
the orrelator. We do this using the isometry group of AdS, SO(d, 2). This
ontrats to the at Poinare group, so that suh transformations an be used
to pik partiular Lorentz frames.
In making oordinate hoies, we also note that ACFT is invariant under
translations of τ . This means that we an take τˆi → τˆi − τˆ1, and eliminate τˆ1
from the orrelator. The integral over τˆ1 then gives 2πδ(Rˆ
∑
i ωi). Then, let us
hoose kˆ2 = −kˆ1, as part of going to the enter of mass frame. Moreover, in
general kˆ1 and kˆ3 dene a plane; let kˆ4,⊥ be the projetion of kˆ4 perpendiular
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to that plane. Also, dene cosϑ3 = −kˆ3 · kˆ1 and cosϑ4 = −kˆ4 · kˆ2. Then, one
an hek
1
4
det(Pi · Pj) = τ¯2/η4 − kˆ24,⊥ sin2 ϑ3
[
1 +O(τˆ2/η4)]+O[(τˆ /η2)4] (3.27)
with
τ¯ =
(
τˆ2
2
− τˆ4
)
sinϑ3 +
τˆ2
2
sin(ϑ3 − ϑ4) +
(
τˆ2
2
− τˆ3
)
sinϑ4 . (3.28)
The other Pi · Pj terms in both ρ, eq. (3.20), and ACFT , eq. (3.16), an
likewise be expanded about (τ0i,−kˆi), but subleading terms enter the nal
expression at the same order as the negleted terms in (3.27), and in partiular
their τˆ dependene ontributes subleading orretions to the singularity. Thus,
(3.23) beomes
RHS = 2πδ(Rˆ
∑
i
ωi)B lim
η→∞
L
η8
(Rˆη2)5−d−2j
∫
dτˆ2dτˆ3dτˆ4e
−iRˆ(ω2τˆ2+ω3 τˆ3+ω4τˆ4)
(kˆ24,⊥ sin
2 ϑ3 − τ¯2/η4 + · · · )β
(3.29)
with
B = g2e−iπ(∆1+∆2)C∆1C∆2
2∆1+∆2
F(σ) (3.30)(−k1 · k3
ω1ω3
)β−∆1 (−k2 · k4
ω2ω4
)β−∆2 (−k1 · k2
ω1ω2
)β (−k3 · k4
ω3ω4
)β
.
We an now hange integration variables from τˆ2 to τ¯ . The leading sin-
gularity is then independent of τˆ3, τˆ4, and thus integrals over these give delta
funtions. These, together with the energy-onserving delta funtion, enfore
onservation of energy and momentum in the plane dened by kˆ1, kˆ3. In par-
tiular, in the enter-of-mass frame, ω1 = ω2, we thus nd ϑ3 = ϑ4 = Θ.
Colleting all powers of η in (3.29), together with the integral over τ¯ , gives
an expression of the form
lim
η→∞
η2(2β−2∆1−2∆2−2j+d+3)
∫
dτ¯
e−iRˆω2τ¯ /(sinΘ)
(η4kˆ24,⊥ sin
2Θ− τ¯2)β (3.31)
As shown in appendix A, this produes the appropriate delta funtion on trans-
verse momenta preisely if
β = ∆1 +∆2 + j − 5/2 , (3.32)
and as long as 2β > d− 2. We will hek in spei examples that this relation
holds. Then,
lim
η→∞
η2(d−2)
∫
dτ¯
e−iRˆω2τ¯ /(sinΘ)
(η4kˆ24,⊥ sin
2Θ− τ¯2)β =
(Rˆω2)
2β−d+1Nβ
(sinΘ)2β−1
δd−2(kˆ4⊥) (3.33)
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where the oeient Nβ is derived in appendix A:
Nβ = π
d+1
2
22β−dΓ (β) Γ
(
2β+3−d
2
) . (3.34)
Combining the various fators, we then nd
RHS = (2π)d+1δd+1(
∑
i
ki)K g2sj−1
(−t
s
)j−2(−u
s
)3−j−∆1−∆2F(−t
s
)
,
(3.35)
where we have rewritten quantities in terms of the Mandelstam parameters
(3.11) and
K = e
−iπ(∆1+∆2)NβC∆1C∆2
2(2π)d−2D2∆1D2∆2
. (3.36)
Thus, with appropriate singularity at z = z¯, the onformal eld theory an re-
produe the proper bulk kinematial struture. Finally, omparing the two sides
of (3.14), yields a general proposal for the form of the bulk redued transition
matrix element, in terms of the oeient of the singularity:
iT (s, t) = K g2sj−1
(−t
s
)j−2(−u
s
)3−j−∆1−∆2F(−t
s
)
, (3.37)
where F was dened in (3.21), and the onstant K is given by
K = π
d−3
2 Γ (∆1) Γ (∆2) Γ
(
∆1 − d2 + 1
)
Γ
(
∆2 − d2 + 1
)
4j−2Γ
(
∆1 +∆2 + j − 52
)
Γ
(
∆1 +∆2 + j − 1− d2
) . (3.38)
3.3 Boundary kinematis of the singularity
Clearly the singularity at z = z¯ is an essential feature of the boundary CFT, if
it is going to reprodue the full bulk energy-momentum onservation. In this
subsetion we investigate more losely the limit in whih it is produed; then in
the next setion we will examine expliit orrelators that exhibit this singularity.
The ausal relations between the boundary points used in the previous se-
tion were: points 1 and 2 and points 3 and 4 were spaelike related and points 3
and 4 lies inside the future lightone of both points 1 and 2. With these ausal
relations, the singularity is expeted at z = z¯. From the bulk point of view, it
is natural to onsider the spae of all points in AdS that are null related to the
four boundary points bi = (τi, ei),
X ∈ R2,d , X · Pi = 0 , X2 = −R2 . (3.39)
In general, this is an empty set. Indeed, the onditions X · Pi = 0 for generi
Pi imply X ∈ Rd−2 whih is inompatible with X2 = −R2. Furthermore, the
same statement applies to boundary points.
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Figure 2: Sketh of the boundary points onguration in AdSd+1 for the
Lorentzian kinematial ondition of equal ross ratios z = z¯. Here, all suh
points are lightlike related to the bulk point x0.
However, the ondition of equal ross ratios z = z¯ was seen equivalent to
DetPi · Pj = 0 , (3.40)
where the determinant is taken over the indies i, j = 1, . . . , 4. This ondition
means that the four points Pi ∈ R2,d are either linearly dependent or they
generate a null 4 dimensional submanifold. In the latter ase, it is onvenient
to write
R
2,d = Rd−3 × RN¯ ×
(
RN ×M3
)
, (3.41)
where RN¯ × RN = M2 is a split along two null diretions N, N¯ , and the fator
in brakets represents the submanifold generated by the Pi's. For X to be
lightlike related to all external points Pi, we need X ∈ Rd−3 × RN , but this
is inompatible with X2 = −R2. We onlude that there are no bulk points
lightlike related to all external points. Moreover, only the boundary point N ∈
RN is lightlike related to all external points.
In the degenerate ase that we onsider, where the external points are linearly
dependent, the spae orthogonal to all of them is M
d−1
. Then, the ondition
X2 = −R2 denes a (d−2)-dimensional hyperboloid. The spae of all boundary
points that are null related to the four points Pi onsists of a (d − 3)-sphere,
whih is the boundary of the (d− 2)-dimensional hyperboloid in the bulk.
In the partiular ase of d = 2 there is no null 4 dimensional submanifold
of R
2,2
. Therefore, ondition (3.40) implies that the Pi's are linearly dependent
and we fall in the degenerate ase desribed in the previous paragraph. Then,
the (d− 2)-dimensional hyperboloid in the bulk onsists of a single point, whih
we an take to be our referene point x0 as shown in gure 2). Unfortunately,
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we are unable to draw the more general higher dimensional ases where there
are boundary points null related to all external points.
We onlude that the divergene of the four point funtion when z¯ → z
would arise when there is a boundary point that is null related to all the four
external points of the orrelation funtion.
4 Examples
We shall now illustrate the appearane of the z = z¯ singularity and the appli-
ation of our main result (3.37) in some partiular examples. More preisely,
we shall onsider several expliit boundary four point funtions (originally de-
rived via eulidean bulk supergravity tree omputations), study their z¯ → z
limit, and extrat from this the orresponding bulk redued transition matrix
elements. These will be found to have preisely the orret form orresponding
to the tree level interation in at spae.
4.1 Analyti ontinuation
We rst desribe the analyti ontinuation neessary to go from eulidean or-
relators to the lorentzian ones that we require. In the eulidean regime, z and
z¯ are indeed omplex onjugate. We nd the lorentzian orrelators by following
the omplex paths of z and z¯ generated by the appropriate Wik rotation.
The ontinuation path is desribed by the Wik rotation of AdS global time
τ → −iτeiα where α = 0 is the Eulidean regime and α = π2 is the Lorentzian
one. The formula (2.3) then gives
P → (cos(−iτeiα), sin(−iτeiα), e) . (4.1)
With the kinematis desribed in setion 3, this then yields the ontinuations
z = cos2
Θ− iπeiα
2
, z¯ = cos2
Θ+ iπeiα
2
. (4.2)
In general the four point funtion is a multivalued funtion with branh
points at z, z¯ = 0, 1,∞. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the four point
funtion in the appropriate Riemman sheet. The standard hoie for the Eu-
lidean four point funtion is to hoose the branh uts along the positive real
axis. From gure 3 we see that under the Wik rotation z¯ rosses this branh
ut. It is also important that z approahes the real axis from below and z¯ from
above
z → z − iǫ , z¯ → z¯ + iǫ . (4.3)
4.2 Contat interations
We start by onsidering a ontat interation with oupling g2 between our two
salar elds produed by a quarti vertex in AdSd+1 . The oupling g
2
has
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Figure 3: Complex paths z(α) and z¯(α) starting from the Eulidean regime at
α = 0 to the Lorentzian one at α = π2 , for the partiular sattering angle Θ = 1.
length dimension d− 3 and therefore orresponds to j = 1 in (3.21). Moreover,
the tree level Witten diagram is simply given by
ACFT (bi) = g
2R3−dπ
d
2C2∆1C
2
∆2D∆1∆2∆1∆2(Pi) , (4.4)
where D∆i is the standard D-funtion reviewed in appendix B. Using equation
(B.4) we nd the redued amplitude
A(z, z¯) = g2R3−d π
d
2C∆1C∆2Γ
(
∆1 +∆2 − d2
)
2Γ2(∆1)Γ2(∆2)
D¯∆1∆2∆1∆2(u, v) , (4.5)
where u and v are dened in terms of z and z¯ in eq. (B.5). When ∆1 and ∆2
are positive integers, we an determine the small ρ behavior of the D¯-funtion
using the tehniques explained in appendix B. We obtain
D¯∆1∆2∆1∆2(u, v) ≈ 2iπ
3
2Γ
(
∆1 +∆2 − 3
2
)
σ(1− σ)∆1+∆2−2
(−ρ2)β , (4.6)
with
β = ∆1 +∆2 − 3
2
, (4.7)
in agreement with the predition (3.32), and whih gives
F(σ) = iπ
d+3
2 C∆1C∆2Γ
(
∆1 +∆2 − d2
)
Γ
(
∆1 +∆2 − 32
)
Γ2(∆1)Γ2(∆2)
σ(1 − σ)∆1+∆2−2 .
(4.8)
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Inserting this expression into (3.37) we obtain the simple redued transition
matrix element
T (s, t) = g2 , (4.9)
as expeted for a ontat interation.
4.3 Salar exhange
We now onsider salar exhanges in AdSd+1, whih orrespond to j = 0. As
explained in [15, 16℄ , the assoiated four point funtion an be redued to a
nite sum of D-funtions if 2∆1 minus the onformal dimension of the t-hannel
exhanged salar is a positive even integer. We shall onsider this partiular
ase. In appendix B, we show that dierent D-funtions have dierent singular
behavior at ρ = 0. In partiular, the singularity at ρ = 0 gets stronger as
the sum of the indies of the D-funtion inreases. Therefore, in the sum of
D-funtions obtained in [16℄ it is enough to keep
A(bi) ≈ g2R5−d
π
d
2C2∆1C
2
∆2
4(∆1 − 1)2
1
(−2P1 · P3)D∆1−1∆2∆1−1∆2(Pi) , (4.10)
whih gives
A(z, z¯) = g2R5−d π
d
2C∆1C∆2Γ
(
∆1 +∆2 − 1− d2
)
8Γ2(∆1)Γ2(∆2)
D¯∆1−1∆2∆1−1∆2(u, v) .
(4.11)
Using again the result
D¯∆1−1∆2∆1−1∆2(u, v) ≈ 2iπ
3
2Γ
(
∆1 +∆2 − 5
2
)
σ(1 − σ)∆1+∆2−3
(−ρ2)∆1+∆2− 52 , (4.12)
we onrm the predited power of the singularity at ρ = 0 and obtain
F(σ) = iπ
d+3
2 C∆1C∆2Γ
(
∆1 +∆2 − 1− d2
)
Γ
(
∆1 +∆2 − 52
)
4Γ2(∆1)Γ2(∆2)
σ(1− σ)∆1+∆2−3 .
(4.13)
The presription (3.37) then gives
T (s, t) =
g2
−t , (4.14)
whih agrees with the expeted at spae result.
4.4 Graviton exhange
In [15, 17℄ the ontribution to the four point funtion of ∆ = 4 salar operators
from t-hannel graviton exhange in AdS5 was determined. In our onventions,
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the result reads
5
A = 2G5
3πR3
[
45D¯4444 − 4D¯1414 − 20D¯2424 − 23D¯3434 (4.15)
+15
2− z − z¯
zz¯
D¯4545 +
2− z − z¯ + zz¯
zz¯
(
12D¯2525 + 20D¯3535
)]
,
where G5 is the 5-dimensional Newton onstant. The leading singularity as
ρ→ 0 omes from
D¯4545 (u, v) ≈ 2iπ 32Γ
(
15
2
)
σ(1 − σ)7
(−ρ2) 152 , (4.16)
omputed in appendix B. This gives
A ≈ iG5R−340
√
π Γ
(
15
2
)
(1− σ)8
σ
1
(−ρ2) 152 , (4.17)
whih has the predited form (3.21). Using the value of the onstant
K =
√
π
5Γ
(
15
2
)
(4.18)
and our main result (3.37), one obtains the matrix element
T (s, t) = 8πG5s
1− σ
σ
= 8πG5
s2 + ts
−t . (4.19)
This agrees with the matrix element found in [18℄ for t-hannel graviton ex-
hange between minimally oupled massless salars.
5 Conlusion and open questions
Sine the AdS/CFT orrespondene was rst proposed, an important open ques-
tion has been how to deode the hologram, that is, read o loal bulk physis,
partiularly on sales short as ompared to the AdS sale, from the boundary
theory. In this paper, we have suggested a partial answer to this question, for
ertain S-matrix elements. In partiular, we have argued that if the boundary
CFT has a partiular singularity struture, (3.21), with a harateristi leading
behavior at z = z¯, then this sues to produe important kinematial struture,
in partiular the bulk momentum onserving delta funtion. Moreover, where
the CFT does have suh a singularity, the oeient funtion of the singularity
is expeted to provide the redued transition matrix element, as seen in (3.37).
Moreover, we have seen this onstrution in operation, in the examples of
setion 4. There, we expliitly found that for ertain CFT orrelators, we
ould indeed reprodue the expeted T -matrix elements.
5
Sine in our onventions A = 1 orresponds to the disonneted ontribution, the normal-
ization an be read of diretly from equation (C.11) of [17℄.
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The reason quotes have been added to this last statement is that the or-
relators we have onsidered are, of ourse, orrelators omputed from the bulk
supergravity, and not derived diretly from an atual boundary onformal eld
theory. This onstrution thus explains how suh information ould be enoded
in and extrated from atual CFT orrelators. A very important question for
the future is whether orrelators omputed from atual boundary CFTs have
the appropriate struture. Thus, the present onstrution provides an important
test for CFTs, whih an be used to determine whether they enode properties
of a bulk loal theory. In some respets this seems a non-trivial test, as it re-
quires a very preise ne-grained struture exhibited in the η → ∞ limit, so in
orrelators, in the z → z¯ limit, probing very short sales. It will be interest-
ing to see in what ases suh struture is produed in bona-de onformal eld
theories.
While we view this as an important test for CFTs, it is not a omplete
one. For example, the T-matrix of a bulk theory that is at least approximately
loal on sales long as ompared to the string or Plank sale is expeted to
have ertain other properties, suh as harateristi growth at high energies.
Moreover, a omplete reonstrution of the S-matrix would require that one an
reover other S-matrix elements, for example outside the plane-wave limit[21℄,
and for multi-partile proesses. Other related investigations inlude studying
proesses with external partiles with spin, and examining the struture of loop
and string amplitudes. The inlusion of string and loop eets introdues ad-
ditional parameters in the orrelator, namely ℓs/R and ℓPl/R. We then expet
that the nature of the z = z¯ singularity of the orrelator to hange as z − z¯
beomes smaller relative to these parameters. However, sine the singularity
has enoded the overall momentum-onserving delta funtion, one expets as-
pets of the struture we found in this paper to remain valid for amplitudes at
higher-orders, or even non-perturbatively.
In short, these methods suggest a way that andidate CFTs ould be probed
for antiipated bulk strutures. Given a andidate CFT, one might investigate
the behavior of its orrelators for z ≈ z¯ to see whether they have the orret
struture to enode various bulk phenomena, suh as loop eets, string exita-
tions, and small blak holes.
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A The transverse delta funtion
In this setion, we verify the formula used in setion 3.2 for the transverse delta
funtion,
Nβδn(~κ) = lim
η→∞
∫
dνe−iν
η2n
[η4κ2 − (ν + iǫ)2]β
. (A.1)
The iǫ presription was obtained from the Wik rotation of AdS global time
explained in setion 4.1. In partiular, we take τ → τ(1 − iǫ) whih gives
τˆ2 → τˆ2+ iǫ, τˆ3 → τˆ3− iǫ and τˆ4 → τˆ4− iǫ. Equation (3.28) then gives the nal
presription τ¯ → τ¯ + iǫ.
First, we note that for κ2 6= 0, the funtion vanishes in the limit, as long as
2β > n. Next, let us ompute the integral of this expression over n-dimensional
κ spae. We begin with
Nβ = lim
η→∞
∫
dnκ
∫
dνe−iν
η2n
[η4κ2 − (ν + iǫ)2]β
(A.2)
The quantity η sales out trivially. Then, we an rewrite
Nβ =
∫
dnκ
∫
∞
0
dν
[
e−iν
(κ2 − ν2 − iǫ)β + c.c.
]
(A.3)
where .. denotes the hermitian onjugate. The denominator an be exponen-
tiated by the Shwinger trik, to yield
Nβ = 1
Γ(β)
∫
dnκ
∫
∞
0
dνe−iν
∫
∞
0
idζ(iζ)β−1e−iζ(κ
2
−ν2−iǫ) + c.c. (A.4)
Then, one does the gaussian integral over κ to nd
Nβ = π
n/2
Γ(β)
∫
∞
0
idζ(iζ)β−n/2−1
∫
∞
0
dνeiζν
2
−iν−ǫζ + c.c. (A.5)
We an now rotate ν → e−ipi2 ν and ζ → ei 3pi2 ζ,
Nβ = −ieiπ(2β−n) π
n
2
Γ(β)
∫ ∞
0
dν
∫ ∞
0
dζζβ−1−
n
2 e−ζν
2
−ν + c.c. (A.6)
= −ieiπ(2β−n)π
n
2 Γ
(
β − n2
)
Γ(β)
∫
∞
0
dννn−2βe−ν + c.c. (A.7)
= −ieiπ(2β−n)π
n
2 Γ
(
β − n2
)
Γ (n+ 1− 2β)
Γ(β)
+ c.c. (A.8)
= 2 sinπ(2β − n)π
n
2 Γ
(
β − n2
)
Γ (n+ 1− 2β)
Γ(β)
(A.9)
=
2π
n+2
2 Γ
(
β − n2
)
Γ(β)Γ (2β − n) (A.10)
=
π
n+3
2
22β−n−2Γ(β)Γ
(
β − n−12
) . (A.11)
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B Dfuntions
B.1 Basis
The Dfuntions are dened as integrals over hyperboli spae [15, 20℄,
Dd∆i (Pi) = π
−
d
2
∫
Hd+1
dX
∏
i (−2X · Pi)−∆i , (B.1)
where the points Pi are future direted null vetors of the embedding spaeM
d+2
of hyperboli spae Hd+1 and we set R = 1. Introduing Shwinger parameters
one an derive the following integral representation
Dd∆i (Pi) =
Γ
(
∆− d2
)∏
iΓ (∆i)
∫ ∞
0
∏
i dti t
∆i−1
i e
−
1
2
P
i,j
titj Pij
(B.2)
where Pij = −2Pi · Pj ≥ 0 and ∆ = 12
∑
i∆i.
The Dfuntions are invariant under Lorentz transformations of M
d+2
and
are homogeneous funtions of Pi with weight −∆i. Therefore they an be re-
dued to funtions of the invariant ross ratios,
PijPkl
PikPjl
. (B.3)
with i 6= j 6= k 6= l. In partiular, the four-point funtion an be written as
Dd∆i (Pi) =
Γ
(
∆− d2
)
2
∏
iΓ (∆i)
(
P14
P13P34
)∆3−∆1
2
(
P13
P14P34
)∆4−∆2
2
P∆113 P
∆2
24
D¯∆i (u, v) (B.4)
where D¯∆i is a funtion of the onformally invariant ross ratios
u =
P12P34
P13P24
=
1
zz¯
, v =
P14P23
P13P24
=
(1 − z)(1− z¯)
zz¯
. (B.5)
This funtion satises the following relations [20℄
D¯∆1∆2∆3∆4 (u, v) = −∂uD¯∆1−1∆2−1∆3∆4 (u, v)
= −∂vD¯∆1∆2−1∆3−1∆4 (u, v)
= D¯∆3∆2∆1∆4 (v, u) (B.6)
= u∆3+∆4−∆D¯∆4∆3∆2∆1 (u, v)
= v∆4−∆D¯∆2∆1∆3∆4 (u/v, 1/v)
Finaly, we reall [19, 20℄ that the funtion D¯1111 an be written expliitly as
D¯1111 =
zz¯
z − z¯
[
2Li2(z)− 2Li2(z¯) + log(zz¯) log 1− z
1− z¯
]
. (B.7)
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B.2 Singular limit
We shall now onsider the singular limit, z → z¯, of some D-funtions whih
we used in the main text. We start by studying the funtion D¯1111. From the
expliit expression (B.7) it is lear that D¯1111 is regular when z → z¯. This
happens beause the expression in square brakets in (B.7) vanishes as z → z¯
and anels the expliit pole in front. However, after the analyti ontinuation
of gure 3 the funtion D¯1111 has a real singularity. To see this, let us plae all
the branh uts of the expression in square brakets in (B.7) along the positive
real axis,
2Li2(z)− 2Li2(z¯) + (log(−z) + log(−z¯)) (log(1− z)− log(1− z¯)) . (B.8)
Under the analyti ontinuation of gure 3, z does not ross any branh ut and
z¯ rosses all branh uts, yielding the disontinuities
log(−z¯)→ log(−z¯) + 2πi (B.9)
log(1− z¯)→ log(1− z¯) + 2πi (B.10)
Li2(z¯)→ Li2(z¯)− 2πi log(z¯) (B.11)
This turns (B.8) into
2Li2(z)− 2Li2(z¯) + 4πi log(z¯) (B.12)
+ (log(−z) + log(−z¯) + 2πi) (log(1− z)− log(1− z¯)− 2πi)
Following gure 3 we now take the ρ→ 0 limit in the form
z → σe−ρ − iǫ , z¯ → σeρ + iǫ . (B.13)
This drastially simplies (B.12) to 4π2 and gives the small ρ behavior
D¯1111 ≈ −2π
2σ
ρ
. (B.14)
It is now very easy to determine the small ρ behavior of other Dfuntions
with positive and integer ∆ and ∆i. We just need to use the reursion relations
(B.6) and
∂u =
zz¯
z − z¯ [z(1− z)∂z − z¯(1− z¯)∂z¯] (B.15)
= −σ
3
2
∂σ +
σ(1 − σ cosh ρ)
2 sinh ρ
∂ρ ≈ σ(1 − σ)
2ρ
∂ρ , (B.16)
∂v =
zz¯
z − z¯ [z¯∂z¯ − z∂z] = −
σ
2 sinh ρ
∂ρ ≈ − σ
2ρ
∂ρ . (B.17)
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For example,
D¯4545 (u, v) = (−∂u)3D¯1245 (u, v) (B.18)
= (−∂u)3u3D¯5421 (u, v) (B.19)
= (−∂u)3u3(−∂u)3D¯2121 (u, v) (B.20)
= (−∂u)3u3(−∂u)3v−2D¯1221 (u/v, 1/v) (B.21)
= (−∂u)3u3(−∂u)3v−2
[−∂vD¯1111 (u, v)]u→u
v
,v→ 1
v
, (B.22)
whih in the singular limit redues to
D¯4545 ≈ (1 − σ)2σ4
(
− 1
2ρ
∂ρ
)6 [
− σ
2ρ
∂ρ
2π2σ
ρ
]
σ→1−σ,ρ2→ σ
2ρ2
(σ−1)2
(B.23)
≈ π2(1− σ)7σ
(
− 1
2ρ
∂ρ
)6
1
(ρ2)
3
2
(B.24)
≈ 2π 32Γ
(
15
2
)
(1− σ)7σ
(ρ2)
15
2
. (B.25)
The reursion relations (B.6) either preserve ∆ or inrease it by one unit
when taking derivatives ∂u or ∂v. On the other hand, both ∂u and ∂v ontribute
a fator of ρ−2 to the singularity at ρ = 0. Therefore, a Dfuntion with positive
and integer ∆ and ∆i has the following small ρ behavior,
D¯∆1∆2∆3∆4 ∼ ρ3−2∆ . (B.26)
Another partiular example is
D¯∆1∆1∆2∆2 = (−∂u)∆1−1u∆2−1(−∂u)∆2−1D¯1111 (u, v) (B.27)
≈ −2π 32Γ
(
∆1 +∆2 − 3
2
)
σ∆1−∆2+1(1− σ)∆1+∆2−2
(ρ2)∆1+∆2−
3
2
(B.28)
for integer ∆1 and ∆2. Using the relation
D¯∆1∆2∆1∆2(u, v) = v
−∆1D¯∆1∆1∆2∆2(1/v, u/v) , (B.29)
we nd
D¯∆1∆2∆1∆2(u, v) ≈ −2π
3
2Γ
(
∆1 +∆2 − 3
2
)
σ(1 − σ)∆1+∆2−2
(ρ2)∆1+∆2−
3
2
. (B.30)
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